Abstract. The Google matrix is a Web hyperlink matrix which is given by P (α) = αP +(1−α)E, where P is a row stochastic matrix, E is a row stochastic rank-one matrix, and 0 < α < 1. In this paper we explore the analytic expression of the Jordan canonical form and point out that a theorem due to Serra-Capizzano (cf. Theorem 2.3 in [SIAM J. Matrix Anal. Appl., 27 (2005), pp. 305-312]) can be used for estimating the condition number of the PageRank vector as a function of α now viewed in the complex field. Furthermore, we give insight into a more efficient scaling matrix in order to minimize the condition number.
1.
Preliminaries. An important problem in Web searches is determining the importance of each page. The major ingredient in determining the order to display Web pages is PageRank [4] . The PageRank vector is the stationary distribution of the Google matrix, a stochastic and irreducible matrix whose dimension can reach 10 9 [1, 7, 11] . Analysis of the PageRank formula provides an interesting topic for the PageRank problem [6, 8, 9, 10] . Recently, Horn and Serra-Capizzano [6] and Serra-Capizzano [8, 9] determined the analytic expression of the Jordan canonical form of the Google matrix. Theorem 2.3 in [8] (see also Theorem 8.2 in [9] ) is quoted as follows, which depicts the eigenvalues and invariant subspace of the Google matrix. Theorem 1. Let P be a row stochastic matrix of size n, let α ∈ (0, 1), and let E = ev H be a row stochastic rank one matrix of size n with e the vector of all ones and with v an n-sized vector representing a probability distribution, i.e., v i ≥ 0 and ||v|| 1 
with * denoting a value that can be 0 or 1. Then we have
and, in addition, the following facts hold.
• 1 ≥ |λ 2 | ≥ · · · ≥ |λ n | and λ 2 = 1 if P is reducible and its graph has at least two irreducible closed sets.
• We have
where
We mention that in the original paper by Serra-Capizzano, there is a typo since 
It is well known that the sensitivity of the linear system (4) is closely related to the condition number κ(W ) of W [5] , where
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Therefore, W will be ill-conditioned, provided either X or DR is ill-conditioned. We have the following theorem on the conditioning of DR with respect to ∞-norm.
and
Specifically, if P is diagonalizable, then
it is easy to verify that
Therefore,
Recall from Theorem 1 that
where * stands for either 0 or 1. Notice that
Inductively, suppose that
From Theorem 1, we obtain
Specifically, when P is diagonalizable, it follows from (5) that
and recall from Theorem 2.1 in [8] that
and (6) is obtained from combining (7) and (8) .
Theorem 3 indicates that DR may be ill-conditioned as the number n in (5) and (6) is often very huge, being the total number of Web pages (in millions or billions).
Consequently, W can be ill-conditioned in practice. Actually, one is not recommended to use (3) directly. One reason is that the dimension n is huge, and the expression in (3) is simplified by replacing n with a much smaller value m [3] . Theorem 3 gives another reason: as we have just observed, W may be ill-conditioned even if X is wellconditioned and α is far from 1, which implies that a small change in W can give a dramatic change in the PageRank vector.
However, we would like to point out that the results presented in Theorem 3 are not so strong. In Theorem 1, the matrix D is chosen as diag (1, α, . . . , α n−1 ). In fact, the scaling matrix is not unique. For instance, if we chooseD = diag(1,
So it is interesting to take into account the more efficient scaling matrix D (which is not unique at all) in order to decrease the estimate of the condition number discussed in Theorem 3.
3. How to use clever choices of the scaling matrix. The conditioning for nonnegative α less than one is known to be bounded by 2/(1 − α) [7] . Therefore the interest of this paper is for α outside the unit cycle (i.e., α ∈ C and |α| > 1 [6, 9] ), and to find interesting results one should use clever choices of the scaling matrix D that minimizes the condition number. That is, we consider how to define a new matrixD such that
with the constraint that
whereĴ is the Jordan canonical form of P (α).
However, determining an optimal matrix of minimal conditioning is a very complicated task, and the result is problem dependent. In this paper we give insight into three special cases, and the results extend easily to cover the general case, at the cost of much heavier notation. We assume from now on that α ∈ C, |α| > 1, and 1 − αλ j = 0 (j = 2, 3, . . . , n) so that w j can be well defined; see Theorem 1. Furthermore, we emphasize that all the analysis given below also applies to the case when α ∈ C, |α| < 1.
Let 1, λ 2 , . . . , λ n be the eigenvalues of P . Then we have from Theorem 1 that the eigenvalues of P (α) are 1, αλ 2 , . . . , αλ n . Suppose that |λ 2 | = |λ 3 | = · · · = |λ p | = 1, and |λ j | < 1, j ≥ p + 1. It follows from Theorem 8.2 (ii) of [6] (see also Theorem 7.2 (ii) of [9] ) that αλ 2 , αλ 3 , . . . , αλ p are (semi)simple eigenvalues of P (α), thus the Jordan canonical form of P (α) takes the form
where 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let D = diag (1, d 2 , . . . , d n ) with d j = 0, j = 2, 3, . . . , n. So we have
On the other hand,
So as to minimize the condition number, we have to pick min 2≤j≤n |d j | as large as possible. As a result, min 2≤j≤n |d j | = max 2≤j≤n |d j | = 1 + n j=2 |w j | is a reasonable choice.
( (14) is a direct conclusion from (15) or (16).
Case 2.
In this case, all the eigenvalues αν i (i = 1, 2, . . . , k) of P (α) are defective, where {ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν k } ⊂ {λ p+1 , λ p+2 , . . . , λ n }, and
We consider the scaling matrix of the form D = diag(1, . . . , 1, δ p+1 , . . . , δ n ) ∈ C n×n . The following lemma gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the matrix
and (17) is obtained trivially by comparing the superdiagonal of the two matrices.
Therefore, it follows from Lemma 5 that D takes the form
and the problem of defining the optimal matrixD resorts to determining an appropriate value δ p+1 . Theorem 6. Let the scaling matrices take the form (18). Suppose that α ∈ C, |α| > 1, and let η = (1 + n j=2 |w j |)/|α| n−p−1 . Then in Case 2 the "optimal" matrix can be chosen asD
and the "minimal" condition number is
Proof.
For any nonsingular matrix
which implies
since |α| > 1. On the other hand,
In order to minimize the condition number, we have to choose |δ p+1 | as large as possible. Since
In order to minimize the condition number, it is desirable to choose |δ p+1 | as small as possible. Since
It is easy to see that (20) is a direct result of choosing
, where I p is the p × p identity matrix and
are nonsingular matrices. Similar to the proof in Case 2, we have
Partition the first row of R −1 conformably with D 
Note that 
